


Intent and Implementation of the programme 
 
The intent of this programme is to provide our learners 
with profound and multiple difficulties in Sixth Form  with 
the same opportunities as their peers in the field of  
Art at a level and with delivery that is  
appropriate and accessible to them.  Art is a  
Creative Option and the programme is geared towards 
providing the students with skills which would be needed 
were they to engage in post school provision that featured 
arts based subjects.  
The course is implemented by a trained teacher with  
support from trained staff including staff from the speech 
and language department.  Teaching is done in the Art 
Rooms so that students understand the  nature of the  
Option, and that it is different from class based teaching.  
Evidence is collated into a portfolio to show  
student achievement, with assessment done via moderation 
once a term. 
 
The Sensory Art programme is accredited through  
LASER Quality mark at either Bronze, Silver, Gold or  
Platinum level according to amount completed and student 
achievement. 



1. With support explore a box full of  
 different textures. 
 Fur fabrics 
 Tissue papers 
 Shiny papers and fabrics 
 Metallic papers 
 Card 
 Net fabrics 
 Canvas 
 Feathers 
 Different threads 
Etc 
2. Choose those textures that you like and 

set them aside. 
 
3. Use your chosen textures to make  
 yourself a storyboard to show your  
 textural likes. 
 
4.  Share your storyboard with a friend. 



1. Explore a range of textured paper and tis-
sue paper etc. 

 
2. Choose the colours and papers that you 

like. 
 
3. With support glue the papers that you 

have chosen to a sheet of card so that the 
papers are standing proud of the card  

 forming a textured surface. 
 
4. Once the papers are dry, explore them 

with your hands, listen to the sounds they 
make as you touch them.  Show by expres-
sion, gesture or vocalisation whether you 
like your picture. 

 
5.  Share your picture with a friend. 



1. With support explore some shredded 
newspaper, crunch it in your hands and roll 
it around on a hard surface. 

 
2. Add the shredded newspaper to some PVA 

glue and mix it in.  Explore the mixture 
with your hands.  Show by expression, ges-
ture or vocalisation whether you like this. 

 
3. With support spread some cling film over 

the bottom of a plastic bowl.  Then spread 
your newspaper mixture over the cling film 
covered bowl until you have a good  

 coverage. 
 
4. Leave your covered bowl to dry.  Then  
 remove the paper shell from the bowl and 
 explore it. 
 
5. Choose a colour of paint and mix this with 

PVA to paint your bowl. 
 
6.  Show your bowl to a friend. 



Section C continued. 
7. Explore some cooked spaghetti with your 

hands.  Show by expression, gesture or  
 vocalisation whether you like it. 
 
8. From a choice of 2 or 3, choose a colour of 

paint. 
 
9. Mix the paint into the spaghetti with your 

hands so that the spaghetti is covered but 
not runny with paint. 

 
10.On a large sheet of paper pour out your 

spaghetti and explore it. 
 
11. When you have explored your spaghetti.  

Put the spaghetti back into the bowl and 
look at the picture you have made.  Show 
by expression, gesture or vocalisation 
whether you like it. 

 
12.  Share your picture with a friend. 



1. Choose a size of canvas board to use from 
a choice of large or small and paint it with 
your favourite colour. 

 
2. Explore some porridge oats with your 

hands.  Show by expression, gesture or  
 vocalisation whether you like them. 
 
3. Mix some PVA glue into the porridge oats 

and stir it with your hands.  Show by  
 expression, gesture or vocalisation  wheth-
er you like it. 
 
4. Spread the porridge mixture onto your 

canvas board to make different shapes and 
patterns. 

 
5. Leave the canvas picture to dry.  When it 

is dry use your hands to paint the porridge  
 patterns with a colour of your choice. 
 
6.  Explore and choose some beads and 
threads etc to decorate your canvas.  Use 
glue or a cold glue gun with support to stick 
these on. 



Section D continued. 
 
7. Make some bubble mixture with support 

and explore the bubbles with your hands as 
they are blown. 

 
8. Add some paint of a colour of your choice 

to the bubble mixture and pour this into a 
tray. 

 
9. With support blow through a straw into 

the paint to make paint bubbles. 
 
10.Place a sheet of paper over the paint  
 bubbles to make a picture. 
 
11. Repeat the activity using different  
 colours so that your bubble picture is in 
lots of different colours. 
 
12.  Share your picture with a friend. 



1. Using some non allergenic shaving foam, 
mix it with a few drops of peppermint or 
lemon flavouring or essential oil. 

 
2. Explore the shaving foam with your hands 

and smell the foam. 
 
3. Mix in some food colouring of your choice 

and explore again. 
 
4. Turn the shaving foam mixture out onto a 

tray and explore it.  Make it into different 
shapes. 

 
5. Place a piece of paper over the foam and 

gently press down so that the image of the 
coloured, scented foam is left on the pa-
per. 

 
6.  Repeat the process using different scents 
and colours. 



1. Go for a walk in the forest with a support 
worker.  Show that you can co-operate to 
use a minibus to get there. 

 
2. Collect items from the forest that you can 

use in a picture 
 Leaves 
 Pine cones 
 Stones 
 Beech mast etc 
 
3. On return to school sort out the items you 

have collected.  Choose those that you like. 
 
4. Using the items that you have chosen,  
 arrange them on a piece of card or sugar 
paper to make a picture.  When you are happy 
with your picture glue the items to the card. 
 
5.  Share your picture with a friend. 



Section F continued. 
 
6. Go for a walk around the school grounds. 
 
7. Collect items from around the grounds 

that you like. 
 Flowers 
 Herbs 
 Leaves 
Etc 
 
8. On return to class sort out and explore the 

items you collected.  Choose those that you 
like. 

 
9. Use some of the items to make a collage. 
 
10.Use some of the items to print a picture 

with using colours of your choice. 
 
11.  Share your pictures with a friend. 



1. Use a canvas board and paint it in a shade 
of blue or green of your own choice. 

 
2. Make some salt dough with support and use 

a fish shaped cutter to cut some shapes 
out. 

 
3. Bake the shapes until they are hard then 

use a metallic acrylic paint, eg gold, silver 
or copper to paint them. 

 
4. Soak some modroc bandage in water and 

then explore it with your hands, twist it in-
to shapes and lay it on your painted canvas 
board over and around the painted fish 
shapes you made.  Leave it to dry. 

 
5. Using different coloured blue and green 

paints paint the modroc so that it looks 
like sea or water weed. 

 
6. Choose some glass beads and explore them.  

Thread them onto some silver wire and 
push the wire through the canvas and tie  

 behind. 



7. Choose some coloured threads and either 
twist or plait them with support.  Fasten 
these to your canvas using a cold glue gun 
so that they look like water plants. 

 
8. Finally choose some mosaic tiles and glue 

these to the bottom of your canvas to look 
like pebbles. 

 
9.  When your canvas is finished share it with 
a friend. 



1. Choose some colour paints that you like. 
 
2. Choose some items that you would like to 

make prints from. 
 
3. Using a variety of papers and textiles, 

make your prints with support. 
 
4.  When your prints are dry share them with 
a friend. 



1. With support choose an art project you 
would like to do with your friends eg ball 
painting. 

 
2. With support show your friends what you 

want them to do eg select a variety of 
balls, use a large long sheet of paper and a 
boccia chute and roll the paint dipped balls 
down the chute onto the paper to make 
prints. 

 
3. Ask your friends to take part so that it 

becomes a community art project. 
 
4.  Show others in the school community what 
you have done. 



1. Use a variety of different items to create 
pieces of art work that you can share. 

 
 Ziplock bags with paint, washing up liquid 

and small sequins and glitter to explore. 
 
 String freezer bags full of different 

shades of paint, water and shiny beads etc 
from a couple of tree branches so that 
your friends can explore them. 

 
 Make canvas boards full of different  
 textures and mount these on a wall so that 
people can explore them as they go past. 
 
 Use whipped cream, food flavouring and 

colouring to make edible paint. 
 


